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What we learnt 
open sourcing 
the UK 
government



Credit where 
credit is due...



GDS

Thanks Anna Shipman!

@annashipman



GOV.UK Story



Before GOV.UK



GDS

Investigating a bug costed additional 
money



GDS

Fixing the bug costed even more money 
(and releases were done every 6 months)



GDS

Only a small bug? Not worth being fixed!





How did we get 
to this point?



Martha Lane Fox



https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/directgov-2010-and-beyon
d-revolution-not-evolution-a-report-by-martha-lane-fox



GDS

In 2011 Government Digital Service was 
created



GDS

Change the way UK government works



GDS

Help delivering a digital transformation in 
other departments



Child benefit tax 
calculator





GDS

Someone found a bug



https://github.com/alphagov/calculators





Custom license 
plate





Old paper form
(£105 cost)



The new service costs £80



https://github.com/dvla/vrm-retention-online



Need to visit 
someone in 
prison?



39%
More likely to 
reoffend if not 
visited





https://www.gov.uk/prison-visits



https://github.com/ministryofjustice/prison-visits-public



Our process





Our service assessment



Code needs to be open to pass the 
assessment



Why we code in 
the open?



GDS

Code can be reused



GDS

Transparency



GDS

Giving back to the open source community



GDS

Show everyone what you are working on



Downsides when 
coding in the 
open



GDS

People can be nervous showing their code 
to the public



GDS

Sometimes external people have 
questioned choices without having the full 
context



GDS

To make this easier we do a lot of pairing 
and we have guidelines to make a pull 
request





https://gds-way.cloudapps.digital



Coding in the 
open without 
revealing your 
secrets



GDS

12 factors app: don’t store your secrets in 
the source code



GDS

What if I leak them accidentally?



GDS

It’s important to recover quickly (rotate 
passwords, deploy quickly, use a CI/CD)



GDS

You can store the configuration in GitHub



https://github.com/alphagov/govuk-puppet



GDS

You can even store credentials, tokens in 
GitHub: as long as you encrypt them!



Security tools 
can be coded in 
the open



https://github.com/hmrc/leak-detection



https://github.com/UKHomeOffice/repo-security-scanner



Our work is too 
sensitive, we 
can’t do any open 
source!







GDS

Are you sure it’s not an excuse?



We still can’t 
code in the open 
(unannounced 
policy, product…)



GDS

Code like you were coding in the open



GDS

Keep following the same best practices



GDS

Your repository will be ready to be opened 
once the product or policy is announced



Who is using our 
code?









Coding in the 
open vs open 
source



GDS

We can’t commit to support all the code 
we release as open source



GDS

We try to give back as much as we can 
(fixing bugs, contributing upstream)



GDS

It’s less “expensive” to contribute 
upstream than forking and working on your 
own version



GDS

Our code is released under MIT License



Community



GDS

You can’t just push your code to GitHub 
and hope people will find it



GDS

Don’t solve the same problem twice



GDS

Collaborate, split the effort (and save 
money!)



GDS

We promote and organise cross 
government meetups



What can we do 
next?



GDS

Improve documentation and reusability of 
our code



GDS

Engage more with existing open source 
communities



GDS

Support the open source projects we use 
most



How can you get 
involved?



GDS

You can use our code



GDS

Give us feedback



GDS

You can work for Government Digital 
Service: we are hiring!



Questions?



GDS

If I can’t answer right now, please send an 
email to 
media@digital.cabinet-office.gov.uk



Thanks!

Andrea Grandi
@andreagrandi


